
If it's 1974, this must be Jupiter
by F. Curtis Michel

Recently I attended a seminar discussing the
fruits of Pioneer 10, the spacecraft which flew past
Jupiter and sent us sharp, clear pictures of the
planet and measurements of the intense radiation
belts around it. Midway through the discussion, it
occurred to me that we had assembled thousands
of scientists to study products of an experiment
that not one of us, ten years ago, would have
expected to be complete now. Often it is the nature
of discovery to advance by giant strides, so there
are plenty of facile comparisons to make between,
say, the development of space travel and the
discovery of fire, the invention of the wheel, self-
sustaining fission reactions. But the majority of
citizens, those who have no specific vested interest
in space research, still yearn for relief .from
everyday complaints and have their own
aspirations. They may well ask: "What have all
those tax dollars done to better my life?" To go
further, what has space science done to
change the world at all?

Part of the answer lies in the "Columbus
metaphor." I must confess that this
metaphor offends me: Columbus going
to the New World equals astronauts
going to the moon. Perhaps the
parallel has been drawn too often by
NASA public relations—it carries
the annoying sense of the Present
announcing its important place in
the history books of the Future.
Equating the personal achievement
of an individual with that of a huge
governmental agency rings false.
The public relations man chooses
such comparisons to emphasize
importance, not necessarily for apt-
ness. Still, there are interesting paral-
lels. For one, the investment of funds
in the project brought great benefits,
but not the ones anticipated.
The effort in space seems to me the same

kind of investment. I would like to review
how that investment began. with what I hope
are a few new perspectives, and consider the
future. There are no gold mines or space treasures
in this story, but perhaps the second New World.

From tin grapefruits to lunar landers
Students today find it hard to understand the

atmosphere surrounding the Russian's success in
orbiting the first heavy satellite around the earth. I
was in the Air Force in England at the time,
prepared to defend Western Civilization from our
huge, if scientifically backward, cold-war opponent.
We had to recognize that our adversaries had
pulled off a technological feat well in advance of
and beyond the capacity of ourselves, their self-
proclaimed superiors. We had been beaten to the
punch—indeed, floored—by an opponent before
we knew he had been fitted for gloves.
The Vanguard Program, for those who cannot

recall or do not want to, was our effort to swagger
into the ring and accept the applause, namely by

our launching the first satellite into earth orbit. The
Vanguard excelled at returning its payload (a tin
grapefruit that went "beep") to earth by a fail-proof
method: it fell over whenever a launch was
attempted. The project did finally work, but it was
neither the first nor our first. That part is difficult to
recall because nobody cared much by then.

The truth is that we had been kidding ourselves
all along about having exclusive rights to progress
in science and technology. A sadder fact is that we
have not stopped; but let's not talk about oil. In any
event, it was an unexpected blow to this country's
self-esteem to be outdone by our "inferiors." The
Russians had been

ridiculed for their
obsession with bigness—big tractors, big guns
and, finally, big rocket boosters—but their obses-
sion paid off spectacularly well.
We now recognize the American space program

that resulted for what it was, an attempt to reassert
our superiority by doing the Russians one better.
Considering the circumstances under which it was
made, the decision to land a man on the moon has
to be regarded as a stroke of genius, albeit flawed.
On the way to that goal we had to develop a
technology that did not exist.

Before we were willing to risk human lives, we
had to develop new instruments to perform new
functions—and instruments which would either
work perfectly or function despite unavoidable

problems, for years if necessary. In developing fail-
safe systems to protect our astronauts, we had to
develop those new skills.
The reward for NASA's success could have been

predicted. Growth in governmental programs is
inversely related to success. If the poverty program
fails, its budget must be doubled. If the medical
care program falls short, if farm prices are
iniquitous ... The story is familiar. NASA's mistake
lay in not letting Congress design the rockets. As a
result of its success, NASA programs have been
cut back the last few years. That has been the price
of near-perfection.

For all the heroism and admirable scientific
achievement, putting a man on the moon was still
an artificial challenge—we all sensed that. It
deviated far from a sensible sequence of space
travel in which we would have first built space

stations and probed the solar system with
unmanned vehicles. Lunar landings might have
been exercises to test equipment as part of
a broader project of exploring the
interesting and accessible parts of the
solar system. The Russians never
bothered with a manned lunar landing
and we are not likely to again, in the
foreseeable future.

Still, I think it was very worthwhile
that we went to the moon, though
we now should pause and consider
where we want the space program
to go.

Bounty of the Space Age:
Diapers with velcro tabs?

If one justification for the space
program has been its exploration of the
unknown, the other equally plausible line

tries to demonstrate direct benefits.
Consumer myopia posits that any new

invention worth its salt can be mass produced,
advertised on television and marketed by General

Electric. The technological ability to transport men
safely on a half-million-mile journey neither
shortens the hour drive downtown every morning
nor does it make safer the drive home at night. It
does not even insure that the car won't malfunction
(though Volkswagen now employs a computer
check system similar in concept to those used in
space vehicles).

After seventeen years of involvement in space,
some taxpayers feel they deserve returns on par
with the prime rate, or capital gains on a blue chip,
if not go-go stock. In response to these demands
for immediate utility, there have been some rather
lame suggestions. "How useful it would be to make
'perfect' ball bearings in the weightlessness of
interplanetary space!" they cry. Somehow, the
prospect of the Great American Ball Bearing and
Buggy Whip Company thundering off into space to
give the country a smoother rolling Ford is not what
I have in mind as a benefit of the space program.
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Dutifully, defenders trot out the direct
applications of space-related technology: thus we
hear of remote sensing of the earth for resources,
communications satellites, weather satellites,
nuclear explosion detectors, rocket launch
monitors, etc., adduced as boons of the space age.
They're all important, but I suspect they won't be
particularly impressive even in the near future.

Creation of a new ability
It is inconceivable that civilization could function

without electricity; yet civilization managed very
well without for the greater portion of its extent.
Still, only the most confirmed technophobe would
apply "modern man" to someone ignorant of
electricity and its uses; just so, we will eventually
come to judge as primitive any group so technolo-
gically immature as to be incapable of space travel.

*IL
Mercury Redstone 3. the U.S.'s first manned space flight.
launched May 5. 1961. The craft reached 5.180 mph and rose
116 5 miles from the earth on its 302 mile journey.

One can guess at what the new ability might do
for mankind. It's fun to speculate, even though the
reality will likely be more imaginative than these
flights of fantasy. In the first projection, gigantic
power plants orbit the earth, burning hydrogen to
helium and beaming the power down to microwave
towers. Any dangerous radioactive waste products
could be dumped into the sun, and the danger from
accidental explosion is removed.
The Polynesian, trapped on volcanic islands and

victimized by the very nature of his homeland, knew
he had problems and devoted some thought and
effort to pacifying the gods that represented them.
Until recently we were trapped on this one earth
and had exactly the same alternatives. I do not
expect Pan Am will be running a moon shuttle soon
(motion pictures to the contrary) or that we will be
able to troop off en masse as soon as the Gulf
clogs up with garbage so badly that it backs up to
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One Shell Plaza, to find some bright green planet to
build ship channels on. On the other hand, one must
rise above demands for immediate utility and admit
that we value our culture, its improvement, and its
continued existence. For example, we could just
about live on Mars with today's technology. With
tomorrow's energy technology, it might not be
difficult at all. I cannot get up any personal
enthusiasm for the move right now, but if there
were no alternative . . .

Predictions are guaranteed unreliable for a
simple reason: what really counts is more often the
confluence of two or more new technologies.
Today's electronic hand calculators represent a
combination of several technologies, each of which
has been developed within the last decade or so.
And the longer range significance of these
developments is probably that cheap, reliable, and

Artist's conception of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. The shuttle
could land at conventional runway configurations and spend up to
a month in orbit.

simple control of a vast number of everyday
activities may become a commonplace—an
eventuality that will quite literally change our lives.
What I am saying is that I cannot tell you what the
real benefits of space will be. We have already
begun to sample them in a primitive way. But
tomorrow is too many moves ahead in the chess
game.

Space, Space Science and Rice
University
The Space Physics and Astronomy Department

participated extensively in the Apollo program. As
a result, Rice University has four experimental
packages on the lunar surface, some still
functioning, which is a credit to the expertise of our
department members. These experiments serve a
common purpose, measurement of moderately
energetic particles that might be striking the moon.
Why should such particles be there anyway? we
wondered. What purpose would they serve on that
desiccated airless dustbowl?

I was in on designing the original experiment,
which was completed by my colleague, John
Freeman, Jr., of the department. I confess that the
major ideas we had for doing the experiment
proved entirely false. The particles were there. but

for reasons we did not anticipate at the time. Space
science has been like that. Every research project,
even those begun for the wrong reason, has been
rewarded with a surprising new result. So we learn,
whether we're right from the start or not.
While most public attention has been directed

toward reaching the planets, much of space
science has nothing to do with them as solid
bodies. Space scientists are also interested in
these phenomena: planets' magnetic fields and the
charged particles that surround them which
interact with their atmospheres or escape into
space. The Van Allen belts of the Earth and Jupiter
exemplify such phenomena and the types of
subjects that coalesced into what we categorize as
space science. The subject is a combination of
formerly diverse interests plus entirely new studies.
People who theorized about shock waves in

Apollo lunar surface experiment package—superthermal on
detector experiment (ALSEP—SIDE). a package developed by
Dr. John W Freem.in. Jr. of the Space Physics and Astronomy
Department

plasmas found themselves interested in the
Northern Lights, for example. Such unification is
considered a sign of progress in science.
The Space Physics and Astronomy Department

reflects this unity in its many interdisciplinary
connections. Among our department members we
have joint appointments with Environmental
Science and Engineering, Physics, Electrical
Engineering, and Geology. It is characteristic of
space research that people are pulled together
from apparently diverse fields, a situation that

F. Curtis Michel. professor of
space physics.came to Rice in
1963 after receiving his PhD
from the California Institute
of Technology. In 1965. Michel
took leave to become one of
first five scientist-astronauts
appointed by NASA. He
returned to Rice in 1969.
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makes it difficult to define the limits of "space
physics" or "space science." In a narrow view, it
encompasses that which can be studied with
rockets and satellites. But ground-based
observations often overlap or complement such
studies. and then there are observations from
aircraft and balloons. As with all human endeavors,
space physics really has no sharp boundaries and
ultimately melts into the entirety of man's effort to
understand where he is.
The Space Science Department (renamed Space

Physics and Astronomy last year) was created as a
graduate-only department to meet the needs of a
developing field. At that time, many physicists were
grousing that the money for space could be better
spent for bigger accelerators (a la Brookhaven.
etc.) and the astronomers wanted more Palomar
Observatories. They have since resolved their early
misgivings concerning space research.

Unlike astronomy and physics, there is no
obvious graduate curriculum for space science.
What should be required? It was originally decided
that so many disciplines overlapped in space
research, from astronomy to geology, biology,
medicine, etc. that a broad background would be
necessary if graduates' abilities were not to
become obsolete the moment some narrow
specialty was mined out. Thus, for example, the
department has always required a course in
quantum mechanics even though much of space
science research does not require such knowledge.
Indeed, the departmental course requirements
exceed those of most physics departments. These
requirements are constantly under re-examination
and might be modified to provide maximum
flexibility.

Actually, many graduates do not work in space
physics or astronomy. Our PhDs have entered a
wide range of careers, from chairman of a physics
department, program director for the National
Sciences Foundation, to research into the nature of
lightning. Others have gone to work on basic
problems of plasma physics. with attention to
controlled nuclear fusion as a source of energy.
Most, however, are active in space-related
research. What is important to the department is
that our graduates are not restricted to involvement
in space research, but have instead enough
flexibility to enter a broad range of fields. This
policy, incidentally, existed well before the
Government began cutbacks in NASA funding,
aerospace spending and support of graduate
education. all at about the same time.

Although the department was formed initially to
provide only graduate degrees, we have broadened
our offerings. First, undergraduate physics courses
were taught by Space Science faculty and now
other undergraduate courses are being offered.
Our sophomore astronomy course is extremely
popular. Beginning next year, the Physics
Department will offer an undergraduate major
directed toward space physics and astronomy, in
response to the expectations of many
undergraduates attracted to Rice by activities of
the department. Until now there was no specific
major in astronomy at Rice, although many
comparable schools offered such majors.

I have talked about the early space program and
Rice's involvement in it and guessed at what long-

Mercury Atlas IV. launched September 13. 1961. preceded
manned orbital flights Launched from Cape Canaveral. it circled
the earth once before landing near Bermuda.

The Nimbus 5 weather satellite, launched earlier this
year by NASA

range benefits might be expected. It is easier to
see what scientific effort the immediate future
holds. This is possible, not because I am cleverer at
this kind of prediction, but because these things
have to be planned and budgeted in detail—and I
am considering a shorter period, five to ten years
from now. The next major NASA effort is to achieve
a system that provides ready access to and from
space, the space shuttle. This represents a return
to a logical exploration strategy for space.

Major scientific programs will be developed in
conjunction with the space shuttle. While many of
them are still in the planning and definition stage, it
is likely that the various payloads will include an:
Atmospheric, magnetospheric and plasma

mission, which could well include simultaneous
measurement of the particles and fields involved in
the natural aurora ("Northern Lights") plus the
artificial generation of such phenomena from the
shuttle vehicle. We still don't know why the aurora
exist, and finding out will tell us much about how
the cosmos around us operates.

High energy, astrophysics mission, which would
measure with great precision and sensitivity the
invisible radiations from many objects in space.
Until a few years ago, it seemed a very dim
possibility that X-rays might radiate at any
detectable intensity from anywhere in space. We
now recognize about half a dozen types of X-ray
sources, each with many members and all with
their own peculiarities.
The large space telescope, which would be an

automated telescope in orbit, with a mirror 120
inches in diameter. Palomar Observatory in
California has a 200-inch telescope mirror, but the
sharpness of its image is little better than that of a
30-inch telescope, owing to earth's churning
atmosphere. Moreover, an earthbound telescope
can expose a photographic plate on a given object
for one night, while an orbiting telescope could in
principle stay on the same target for days. Finally,
the earth's atmosphere filters that light from stars
which is either infrared or ultraviolet and thus
prevents an accurate spectrum analysis. A
telescope in space wouldn't have this obstacle.
These missions will not be one-shot programs,

but will consist of instrumentation packages that
will be flown and returned to earth, refurbished and
refitted as appropriate, and reflown several times.
All these missions reflect interest and expertise
already present in the Space Physics and
Astronomy Department. Several members are
currently working with NASA to define the details
of the various payloads.
From previous satellite experience, we anticipate

massive returns of data from the shuttle missions.
We are in the position of an archeologist who has
located the undisturbed tomb of a great king and
now prepares to open the vault. There is no way
that the results can fail to be important or to lead
him and his colleagues further in their work.
There is no doubt that the department, and with it

Rice University. can participate fully in the
forthcoming NASA shuttle programs. It is one of
Rice's goals to attain and maintain "international
leadership in Science." It is by such enterprise that
we can recognize that goal. We are eager to open
this next door.
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Quis custodiet custodes?

Students approve Honor System reforms
by Steven G. Jackson (Sid Richardson '74)

Since 1916, the Honor System has been a part of
life at Rice. Administered by the Honor Council, the
System assures students every possible freedom in
their academic work while protecting the value of
their Rice degree.

In the past few years, though, the Honor
Council's image has gone downhill, culminating
this year in accusations of carelessness,
unfairness, and pernicious secrecy in Thresher
articles and editorials. Even the legality of certain
procedures has lately been questioned; the dispute
may go to the courts.

Late last year, the Council proposed several
changes in the Honor System; the students
approved them by a better than 90% vote. One
notable change is the experimental institution of an
"Ombudsman" to serve as watchdog and advisor
to defendants. Still, unresolved problems—and
some ill feelings—remain.

Absolute trust is the Honor System's ideal—
absolute trust earned by absolute responsibility
on the part of the students. The spirit of the
System is embodied in the Pledge, written
and signed at the end of every important
test and paper: "On my honor I have
neither given nor received aid on this
work."

Rice students being what they are,
of course, the Pledge is not sacred.
Tests abound with variations on "It
is intuitively obvious that I have nei -
ther given nor received aid on this
(expletive deleted) test," or "On my
honor, etc." or simply "Pledge." All
are adequate.

Unpledged work, however, does
not fall under the System.lf an instruc-
tor does not require the Pledge on
homework,a student is free to Xerox his
roommate's work—although there is no
guarantee he will get credit.

Every reasonable effort is made to insure
that new students are familiar with the Sys-
tem. Every new student is sent a copy of the
Honor System booklet and explanations of pro-
cedures. A "refresher" article on the System's
exam guidelines appears in the Thresher at the
close of each semester's regular classes.

The Honor System in review
The Honor Council is composed of 13 voting

student members, as well as one faculty and two
freshmen advisors who do not vote. The Council
investigates violations, holds trials, interprets the
System, and disseminates relevant information to
students and faculty.
When a student reports a violation to the Council,

one or more of its members will investigate. Should
it appear that a violation has occurred, a formal
accusation is made. Unless the accused pleads
guilty at a preliminary hearing, a trial is set.

At the trial, the Council and defendant present
their cases and any material evidence or witnesses.
Either may cross-examine before the Council retires
to set the verdict and decide the penalty, if any. .

According to the Honor System booklet: "All
members of the Council present must concur for a
verdict of 'guilty.' The Council should strive to
reach unanimity in its decision."

Either the Dean of Students or the President may
revoke or modify a sentence of the Honor Council
before it is carried out by the Administration.
The Honor System establishes the student's

"right to secrecy." Trials are closed; the only public
record is an abstract, with names removed, which
is available for one month after trial for any case
ending in a conviction. Council members, as well as
trial witnesses, are prohibited from discussing trial
proceedings.
The Council

munity of trial
notifies the corn-

results by a notice
published in the Thresher. (In recent years this has
only been done in cases ending in conviction.)

At the roots of some reforms
Last year, two Thresher articles and subsequent

correspondence questioned the competence,
morality, and general good faith of the Honor
Council. The first story began as a Thresher
investigation into procedures used in self-paced
courses—procedures which, it turned out, would
make cheating so easy that even honest students
may appear guilty. This provoked a strong Honor
Council reaction which, while permitting general
study of courses, flatly prohibited any Thresher
investigation or reporting of specific cases.

Since this had not been the Thresher's intent,
sore curiosity was aroused; criticisms of Honor
Council secrecy followed.
The second story was that of Joan Kehlhof, a

Baker sophomore who last fall was charged and
later acquitted of an Honor System violation. The
way her case was handled, however, left her
shaken and indignant.

In a Thresher "letter to the editor," Kehlhof told
how she had been asked into a neighbor's room
and told: "This is the Honor Council. You have been
accused of cheating on a German 101 exam . . .
We'd like to ask you some questions."
She was confronted with a month-old test

(borrowed from her by a friend at the Council's
request) and informed that, of the 36 errors she had
made, most were nonsensical duplicates of
mistakes made by the person in the next seat. A
third party had accused her of cheating.

For the next hour and one-half, she was subjec-
ted to"intensive and confusing"questioning over

the same points. They later informed her "that
this was deliberate; that most people confess
during investigation. They admitted that
some of the questions were pointless, while
others were intended to trip me up or break
me down:'She was not allowed a German
text or dictionary while trying to explain
her errors.

She was told that her hearing and
trial would be held in three days. Pre-
paring her defense, she found that
many of the words called -nonsense"
by the investigators were on the voca-
bulary list for the quiz. Her instructor
offered to testify in Joan's behalf, after
an earlier offer to recall all exams and

correlate the errors had been rejected
by the Council, "to keep the professor as

uninvolved as possible."
Joan's trial lasted three and one-half hours.
She was acquitted.
Her letter criticized several Council actions,

specifically:
• the method by which her test was obtained;
• the "grilling" investigation;
• conflicting answers she received to procedural
questions:
• use of an Honor Council member as an "expert
witness":
• the rule that the Honor Council was her only
defender
• the rule that she must maintain the secrecy of
the trial.
She also asked students, faculty, alumni and

administration to rectify their past neglect of the
Honor System.
Campus reaction to the Kehlhof story was strong

and highly favorable; reactions to a vitriolic
accompanying editorial were mixed. Nevertheless.
it gained attention. (And Joan Kehlhof has since
been elected to the 1974-75 Honor Council.)
The Council itself announced a list of reforms

one week later—reforms which, it was announced,
had been under study for several months.
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Honor system reforms
In order to preserve the defendant's rights,

several procedural changes were made; the
Investigation. Hearing. and Trial Procedure was
completely rewritten. Reforms included:
Change in investigative procedure. Except in

unusual cases. only two Council members shall
be appointed to the Investigating Committee
for an alleged violation. They must present the
accused with a copy of the Honor System
booklet and fully explain all his rights,
responsibilities, and alternatives.
The accused must be informed of all

acquisitions of material evidence against
him at the time they are made; he need not
answer any questins, and statements made
to the Investigating committee may not be
used against him at a trial.
To avoid prejudging a case, the Investigating

Committee is now forbidden to discuss the case
with other Council members prior to the trial.
Any violation of these procedures constitutes
grounds for appeal.

Appeals procedure is redrawn. As before, first
appeal is to the Council itself, second appeal
to the Dean of Students, and final appeal to
the President of the University. However.
grounds for appeal are now defined as
(1) procedural error, (2) excessive or unjust
penalty, (3) incorrect verdict, or (4) defective
deliberation—i.e., obvious bias in a trial.

Plagiarism is now defined; it is specified that
plagiarism shall constitute a violation.

A new article is added to the Honor System,
exhorting instructors in self-paced courses
to comply with the spirit of the System.

The secretary of the Honor Council is now
required to post minutes of all Council
meetings. Part of the controversy this year
was due to the fact that students were not
notified of "open- Council meetings, and no
minutes were distributed.

A trial may be reopened either by the direction
of the President or by presentation of new
evidence.

A defendant is free to discuss his own case, as
long as he does not compromise the privacy of
any other defendants involved.

A new edition of the Honor System booklet,
containing these changes, will be printed by
next fall.
The most significant change, though, is the one-

year experimental establishment of the
"Ombudsman" position. Three Ombudsmen and
three alternates have been selected from the
student body. One Ombudsman is assigned to each
case: he will accompany the Investigating
Committee and attend the hearing and trial. At any
time procedural errors occur, he shall point them
out.
The Ombudsman shall also interrupt the

deliberative process if grounds for appeal arise. He
shall point this out to the defendant, and remind the
Council if the accused should be recalled due to
new evidence.
Should a Council member show bias on a case,

the Ombudsman shall remind him of his option to
step down and may himself institute an appeal on
grounds of defective deliberation.

Like Honor Council members, the Ombudsman
must maintain secrecy about all cases.
Although these changes. especially the

Ombudsman experiment, represent a significant
improvement, there will probably be further
changes as the Council and the public come to
appreciate their effects. Several more sweeping
measures, for instance, were rejected by this year's
Council but may eventually be approved. Among
them:
Giving defendants the right to an open trial. The
choice between an open trial or the present
secret session would be the defendant's.

Opening of all Honor Council meetings to the
public. It has been argued that no Council

business, except trial deliberations, should be
concealed from the public. The posting of
minutes is a step in the right direction, and
should go far to alleviate mistrust and
misunderstanding of the Council.

Allowing candidates for the Honor Council to
campaign. This has been forbidden, on the
grounds that the election would become a
"personality contest:' but critics have
pointed out that at present. personalities are
all voters have to go on anyway. By permitting
election of those candidates whose conception
of the System matches the voter's ideal. the
Honor System might be strengthened.

Enlarging the Ombudsman's responsibilities. By
constituting him a genuine "public defender,"
the Council's responsibility as detective,
prosecutor, judge, and jury could be
lightened further.

Changing the procedure for System amendments.
If Council candidates may not campaign, it
might be wise to remove the present rule that
no Honor System changes may be made without
the Honor Council's approval. Regulations
concerning all other student institutions may

amended with the Dean's approval, simply
by student vote.
One criticism of the Honor System. because of

the recent developments in one case, should not be
overlooked. It has been suggested by some that the
Council's great discretionary powers allow the
System to infringe upon students' basic (perhaps
Constitutional) rights. A body of students, they
point out, can draw up charges, gather evidence,
and bring a fellow student to trial; finding him
guilty, they may recommend any penalty they see
fit. Among the more common penalties are loss of
credit, suspension, ineligibility to hold certain
posts, or dismissal from the University. None, of
course, is imposed without the President's
approval.
As this article is being written, one freshman is

appealing an Honor Council ruling and has vowed
to take his case into court if his conviction is
upheld.

Recently this student, a Thresher reporter and
member-elect of next year's Honnr Council, was
found guilty of having received information
concerning an upcoming test. He insists that he is
innocent and that he did not receive a fair trial. The
Council disagrees.

If his conviction is upheld, regardless of the
penalty imposed, he will be unable to serve on the
Council next year.

It is impossible to predict the outcome. Private
universities are generally granted a considerable
measure of autonomy; it is quite possible that
Constitutional guarantees would not be held
applicable. But it is also possible that further
reforms in the Honor System could stem from the
case.
Win or lose, case or no case, the Honor System is

changing. It remains to be seen whether or not it
will succumb to internal ossification or outside
criticism, or survive as the viable, valuable part of
Rice that it should be. The next few years should
tell.

Steven G. Jackson (Sid
Richardson '74) has served as
editor of the Thresher the past
two years. As such. he was an
active contributor to discus-
sion and criticism of Honor
Council procedures during
the past school year.

President Hackerman named
1974-75 ICUT head

Dr. Norman Hackerman was elected president of
Independent Colleges and Universities of Texas.
Inc. at the organization's annual meeting in San
Antonio. April 4th. Rice's president will serve a one-
year term on the 1CUT Executive Council in that
capacity.
ICUT has a membership of 41 independent Texas

colleges and universities. The group takes an
active role in state educational issues, particularly
aiming to develop understanding and support for
the public policies favorable to the preservation
and advancement of the dual system of public and
private higher education.

Players take Adaptation abroad

The Rice Players have taken to Europe their
production of Elaine May's play, Adaptation. The
cast of five, director Neil Havens, and "tour
manager" Frank Dent, left May 12th on a tour that
will see them play Paris, Freiburg, and Konstanz.
"Adaptation is best described as a one-act

comedy satire that deals with the overly
materialistic, success-oriented, TV-dominated
American society," says director Havens.
Frank Dent, vacationing before officially leaving

duties as executive director of the Alumni
Association, promises Sallyport an inside report on
Europe's reaction to the Players and the Players'
reactions to Europe. During the final days of their
tour, the Players may join the Rice Chamber
Orchestra for some sightseeing.

Cartier-Bresson photographs at
Rice Museum

World-famous photographer Henri Cartier- Bresson
has assembled his first archival collection. 385
photographs taken between 1929 and 1974, for the
Menil Foundation, Houston. The collection will be
exhibited by the Institute for the Arts at the Rice
Museum from May 9th through June 30th and from
August 13th through September 15th. The Museum
will be closed from July 1st through August 12th.

Cartier-Bresson is the only photographer to have
held two one-man exhibitions at the Louvre (1955,
1965). He has also had two exhibitions at New
York's Museum of Modern Art (1946, 1968). Among
other important exhibitions are those at the Julien
Levy Gallery, New York (1933, 1935); at the Palacio
Bellas Artes, Mexico (1934), and at the Galeries
Nationales d'Exposition du Grand Palais, Paris
(1970). His photography has appeared widely in
such magazines as Life, Look, Holiday and Paris
Match. Cartier-Bresson's books include The
Decisive Moment, From One China to Another,
People of Moscow, The Europeans, China, The
World of Cartier-Bresson, Cartier-Bresson's
France, The Face of India, and About Russia,
recently published.
The archival collection now exhibited at Rice was

developed by Cartier-Bresson over a two-year
period during which he went back over every
contact sheet he has. Some of the photographs he
has chosen have never been shown anywhere,
many have never been published and a few he had
totally forgotten about. All prints were made by
Pierre Gassman of Pictorial Service. Paris. under
Cartier-Bresson's supervision.
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Shepherd School to offer unique opportunity

When it opens in fall 1975, Rice's Shepherd
School of Music will make a unique contribution to
the performing arts in America. Responsible for the
purposeful difference is the director, Dr. Samuel
Jones.
The traditional approach to musical education

stresses isolated learning experiences that are
never integrated into a meaningful whole. Jones
explained. Schedules have taken over the music
schools, and the result is a fragmented education
that does not produce a complete musician. A
student may learn theory from one teacher, study
conducting with another and practice his
instrument with still another. The creation of a
wholly new school is a great opportunity to re-
assemble the instruction of young musicians.

Another traditional practice Jones plans to
correct is the preparation of every student as
concert soloist. Obviously, the violinist who can
expect to make a career as a touring artist is
extremely rare; yet every music school in America
except Boston University trains its students almost
entirely in the great concerti. Emphasis on turning
out soloists has serious disadvantages: the
musician, who eventually works in a symphony, is
disappointed that he did not achieve the goal
presented through all his schooling; the symphony

suffers because the new musician, no matter how
talented, has insufficient training in ensemble
playing and little knowledge of orchestral
repertoire. Thus, orchestras are forced to hire
products of the best schools and hope they will be
able to adapt—in a couple of years—to the very
different demands of ensemble playing.
Shepherd School will differ from other music

programs in its de-emphasis of music teacher
training. There are too many music teachers on the
job market now, put there by the 900-odd schools in
the United States and Canada. Again, the Rice
operation will focus on performing musicians. In his
travels around the country Jones has received
enthusiastic support for his innovative ideas.
Jones has designed the school to take advantage

of Rice's size and location. He is selecting a small
group of instructors whose versatility will enhance
the flexibility of the program. Unhampered by rigid
schedules. the 200 students will be free to meet the
entire faculty, which will ultimately number around
20 full-time and at least a dozen part-time
members.

Rice's geographic location becomes a positive
feature in the scheme. The presence of a first-rate
music school benefits the region. Further, Houston
represents a reasonable alternative to sending

serious students into the wilds of New York City to
study at the Julliard.
The Shepherd School will not produce

singleminded musicians, however. Schools like the
prestigious Julliard fail to combine humanities
education with performing arts. This may finally
necessitate breaking the four-year mold, possibly
leading to a five-year degree as in architecture.

Nor does Jones envisage the school benefiting
only the music major. He has already detected a
strong vein of interest and talent among non-majors
that can be encouraged by the institution. Thus the
school will be open to the young engineer,
sociologist and mathematician as well as students
who come to Rice for its music school.
Along the same line, the library's facilities will be

expanded extensively. Working on a shoestring
budget. music librarian Thomas Zimmermann has
built an excellent collection of records and a good
core of music books. With the Shepherd fund,
Jones will add more books and buy the scores
needed to back up a music degree program.
The Shepherd School currently brings

performing artists to campus for free concerts.
Starting in fall '75, Rice itself will start making
music — and Jones promises there will be plenty of
it.

Maurice Ewing 1906-1974
On April 28, 1974, William Maurice Ewing,

geophysicist and oceanographer, distinguished
Rice graduate and Governor, died in Galveston at
the age of 67. In the final chapter of his life, the man
called 'the father of modern marine geology and
geophysics' was director of the Earth and Planetary
Sciences Division of the Marine Biomedical
Institute of the University of Texas Medical Branch
in Galveston.

Dr. Ewing, in the words of Coleridge, went "down
to the sunless sea.- His remarkable work remains
original and undying. after half a century of
teaching and research. Maurice Ewing pioneered
detection and analysis of underwater sound,
exploration of the ocean floor, development of
underwater photographic and sonic devices.
He was born May 12, 1906. the oldest in a seven-

child family in Lockney, Texas, "so far from water it
had to be hauled in by wagon." His first glimpse of
the ocean was from the Galveston seawall during
his undergraduate days at Rice.

Dr. Ewing began his offshore geophysical
investigations almost 40 years ago when virtually
nothing was known about the structure or
composition of crustal materials below the ocean
floors. With two associates, he began the first
seismic refraction measurements on the
continental shelves, working off the coast of
Virginia, near Cape Henry.

Dr. Ewing's work benefited from the generosity
of two wealthy men he never met. Thomas W.
Lamont's widow bequeathed his house to Columbia
University. Ewing, then teaching at Columbia. was
searching for a place away from New York's
subways and traffic to do his seismic research. The

Lamont estate, high above the Hudson River in
Palisades, provided a stable home for a battery of
seismographs. Laboratories were erected and
storage for cores and sea-bottom collectings was
created. The Lamont-Doherty Geological
Observatory was born.
Columbia also acquired Edward F. Hutton's

three-masted schooner, Hussar. Renamed Vema, it
became the vehicle for much of Ewing's important
work. He lived, worked and almost died on Vema.
From Vema came a great volume of new

knowledge of the oceans and ocean bottoms,
including evidence that the earth's crust is thinner
beneath the oceans than beneath land, and that
there are differences between the land and sea
provinces that extend well into the earth's interior.
Vema research established the existence of the

Mid-Oceanic Ridge, a discovery which caused
attention to be focused on the new geology of
Continental Drift.
Vema recorded evidence of the drop in sea level

during the Ice Age and the rise in temperature with
the retreat of the ice. She was one of two vessels
that participated in a seismic survey of the Japan
trench, one of 70 vessels from 27 countries that put
to sea during International Geophysical Year (1958),
cruising some 34,000 miles through the North and
South Atlantic, Indian Oceans, and the Red and
Mediterranean Seas.
"The ocean floor topography seems as real to me

as if I had walked every foot," Ewing once said.
"Water gets in my way.'

Dr. Ewing, Rice's first Alumni Governor, received
all three of his academic degrees from Rice: BA
('26) with honors in math and physics, an MA ('27)
and PhD (31) in physics. The Association of Rice
Alumni honored him in 1972 with the Gold Medal
Award for distinguished service. A decade earlier
he received the Rice University Medal of Honor.

Dr. Ewing's accomplishments brought him many
brilliant honors, including the Agassiz Medal from
the National Academy of Science, the Vetlesen
Prize, the Joseph Priestly Award from Dickinson
College, the American Geological Society Cullum
Medal, the Argentine Order of Naval Merit, and the
National Academy of Science Carty Medal. In 1973,
at a White House reception, he was awarded the
National Medal of Science.
Dr.Ewing was a member of many learned societies,
among them the National Academy of Science and

the Royal Society of London. He also was the
holder of ten honorary degrees.
His eminence as an educator rivalled his fame as

a scientist. His students were as much a source of
pride for him as his hundreds of scientific
publications and his offshore technological
findings. To many young scientists he was
"Doc"—and as "Doc" he will long be remembered.
His graduates are found in universities, government
and industry.

'Besides his association with Columbia, he also
taught at Rice. the University of Pittsburgh, Lehigh
University and the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute before accepting the Cecil H. and Ida
Green Chair in Marine Science at the Texas
Medical Branch.
Standing a little over six feet, square and broad

of shoulder, he liked best to be in old seagoing
clothes. With shaggy forelocks of thick grey hair
and stern blue eyes. his wind-weathered face
wrinkled with pleasure when he spoke of a
successful project.

Dr. Ewing achieved a degree of eminence which
few Americans have gained in any branch of
science.

by Beatrice Levin , the author of a still unpublished book.
Voyage of the Vema. A book on oceanography for young
people. Voyage focuses on the experiences of "Doc'. Ewing.
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Reverberations
Cheers
We would like you to know how highly the

people of the Institute for the Arts at Rice
regard the writing, editing and layout of the
Institute in the February-March issue of
Sallyport. The piece itself is extraordinarily
insightful and thorough and the editors
prepared and presented it in a very lively and
attractive manner Writer Dan Kelly.
photographer Jim Caldwell. and the editor
and staff of Sallyport are to be congratulated

Harris Rosenstein
Houston

It could not have been done without the
cooperation of some fine people at the
Institute. - Ed.

I want you to know how much I enjoy
Sallyport. It is demonstrably superior to the
other alumni publication that I receive, in
that it reports on something other than
football and rugby.

Kathleen Callaway BA '69
Charlottesville, Virginia

How good things are
My heartfelt thanks go to T. A. Bay for his

articles on the MOB and KTRU. There was a
time a few years ago when Mr. Bay would
march around the stadium parking lot under
my command. I suppose it's Sallyport's gain
and the Army's loss that Austin did not follow
my exemplary example. ROTC needs men
like him.

I really appreciate the reminders about
how good things were and are at Rice.

Lt. Guy McClung MA '72
Fort Jackson. S.C.

Austin will be wearing Army green before
summer's end. - Ed.

Best sellers at the campus bookstore

1. August 1914, Solzhenitsyn
2. Gravity's Rainbow, Pynchon
3. Texas Monthly Guide to Houston, Coates &

Howie
4. Fear and Loathing on the Campaign Trail,
Thompson

5. Joy of Sex, Comfort
6. Our Bodies Ourselves, Boston Women's Health

Book Collective
7 The Best and the Brightest, Halberstam
8. Arcology, Soleri
9. The President is Smarter Than You Think,

Trudeau
10 One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch,

Solzhenitsyn

Sallyport
Sallyport is published bi-monthly by the Association of Rice
Alumni. Subscription rate. $3 per year. $.50 per issue. Mailed
without charge to all members of the Association, senior
class, faculty and staff of Rice University. Editorial offices.
second floor. Rice Memorial Center. Address all
correspondence to: Alumni Publications Office. Rice
University. P.O. Box 1892. Houston, Texas 77001.

Frank L. Dent '59. executive director
Martha C. Murphree. assistant executive director
Stephen F. Barnhill. interim editor
H. Richard Weiner. editorial assistant
Photography by Jim Caldwell '71
Design/production by Jan D. Boyles

Freshmen quality, Tsanoff lauded
Upon reading the analysis of the members

of the 1974 'freshman' class, it really seems
amazing that Rice has reached such a
worthy and rich educational quality and
quantity. We follow Sallyport and Rice
alumni publications ardently. Mr. McCants'
notebook is particularly fascinating to us, as
we knew him quite well; and the longevity of
Mr. Tsanoff is hard to believe. While not
visitors to the old campus in a number of
years, we love it.

Edward and Fay Dunseth Cochran '17 & '16
Omaha. Nebraska

Although I never had a' class from Mr.
Tsanoffl he is my first remembered glimpse
of how fine an academic community could
be. Arriving as a dumb pre-freshman from a
small town with a small library, I made a dive
for Fondren - and got completely
bewildered. I managed to find the Philosophy
Department's floor and then boggled. Dr.
Tsanoff found me and helped me to my
author - leaving me practically dancing on
air that such an obviously important and
scholarly man would bother with such a
lowly worm as I!
And Sallyport, thanks for the Owlmanac! I

get to Houston once in a while and then
wonder what's at the Rice museum, whether
the Players are playing. etc.

Mary Kay Hawkes Bond BA '61
San Antonio

Alumni election winners announced

Catherine Coburn Hannah '43 will become the
second woman ever to sit on Rice's Board of
Governors when she assumes her duties on July
1st. Her election was announced during
Commencement Exercises May 11th.

Results of the Alumni Association's Executive
Board election have also been announced.
Winners are:
Position No. 1-Douglas S. Harlan '64
Position No. 2-Raymond A. Cook '35
Position No. 3-Pat Crady Zumwalt '43
Position No. 4-J. Thomas Eubank, Jr. '51
Position No. 5-Thomas B. Greene, Ill '71
Position No. 6-Helen Saba Worden '38
Terms of the six newly elected members expire
July 1, 1977. Approximately 3,100 alumni
participated in the election.

Officers
David E. Farnsworth '42. president; Gus A. Schill. Jr. '55. past
president; Walter Moore. Jr. '59. incoming president: Demaris
DeLange Hudspeth '42. first vice president: Catherine Coburn
Hannah '43. second vice president: and Steve Shaper '58.
treasurer.

Executive Board
Ed Bottler '44. William D. Broyles. Jr. '66. Genevieve Pyle
Demme '32. James R. Doty '62. Janice Cornell Doty '60. L
Henry Gissel. Jr. '58. Joyce Pounds Hardy '45. Albert Kidd '64.
Neal Lacey. Jr. '52. Tom McKittrick '56. Marilyn Kinzer Moore
59. Paula Meridith Mosle '52. Benjamin F. Orman '56. George
F. Pierce. ,Jr. '42. Harry M. Reasoner '60. Dr. George Holmes
Richter '26. Robert R. Robertson '55. and Dr. King Walters '53.

Frank Dent leaves directorship
Frank Lloyd Dent BA '59, executive director of

the Association of Rice Alumni since May 1, 1971,
will officially leave his position May 31st to return to
his academic work. He will be replaced by Carolyn
Hooton Wallace '53 (BA '66) who has resigned her
position on the Association's Executive Board to
accept appointment to the directorship.

Frank, now vacationing and working with the
touring Rice Players in Europe, will pick up work on
a doctoral dissertation he suspended three years
ago to take the alumni post. "I am a teacher at
heart," says Dent, and I belong in the college
classroom. I look forward to the work involved in
that profession.
"My work with the Association has been a labor

of love.and the diversity of Rice alumni, the source
of my greatest delight. I am quite proud of a few
programs, especially in the fields of the Arts and
continuing education. But my greatest pleasure has
been in meeting and working with a wide range of
people in all the places where Owls have lighted. I
believe we have all been learners during my tenure,
and that's always an enjoyable experience."

It is not difficult to recognize areas where the
character and interests of Frank Dent have rubbed
off on the Association. The Rice Alumni Institute,
the Alumni Subcommittee on the Arts, the close
working relationship now existing between the
Student and Alumni Associations, the increasing
involvement of faculty in alumni programming-all
are largely attributable to Frank's having occupied
the director's office. The office that once focused
its greatest efforts on record-keeping is now a hub
of activity, with emphasis placed on creative
programming and service to the Rice community.
All those who have worked with Frank wish him the
best in the future, and thank him for his service.

Carolyn Wallace comes to the directorship after
three years as an elected member of the Executive
Board of the Association, having chaired
committees on education (1970), Senior Day (1972)
and the Alumni Institute (1974), and after being
active in innumerable alumni activities. She served
as program chairman of the Society of Rice
University Women in 1969 and as president of that
group in 1970.

Ex-Executive Director Frank Dent and new director Carolyn
Wallace enjoyed friends and food at the Senior Day picnic. May
2nd.
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Brown teaching awards presented
The $4.000 George R.Brown Prize for Excellence

in Teaching has been awarded to Dr. Harry Deans.
professor of chemical engineering. Deans, who in
1970 received the Brown Award for Superior
Teaching, is the first member of the engineering
faculty to win the top prize.
The six winners of George R. Brown Awards for

Superior Teaching. each of which is for $1000. are
Dr. C. Sidney Burrus, associate professor of
electrical engineering; Dr. Charles Garside, Jr..
associate professor of history; Dr. Neal E. Lane,
professor of physics and space physics and
astronomy; Dr. William C. Martin. associate
professor of sociology; Dr. David L. Minter,
associate professor of English; and Dr. Ira D.
Gruber, associate professor of history.
Funds for the annual awards were made

available in 1967 by the Brown Foundation at the
direction of Mr. George R. Brown.
Procedure and eligibility rules governing the

awards were modified this past winter. Ballots
were mailed to the recipients of four-year
bachelor's degrees of two and five years past
rather than three and eight years past. Votes from
the two alumni classes were counted equally rather
then being weighted in favor of the earlier class as
was previously done.
Under the new rules, a faculty member who has

received the Brown Prize for Teaching Excellence
becomes ineligible to receive it again until five
years have elapsed. A faculty member who has
received the Award for Superior Teaching three
times likewise becomes ineligible for five years,
after which he or she may receive one Award and
become ineligible again for five years.
From both classes involved in this year's voting.

265 alumni responded to ballots and letters mailed
them during the spring term. Presentation of the
Brown awards was part of the Commencement
Exercises held May 11th.

Civil engineering preceptorship
program begins

Rice's engineering department has started its
preceptorship program by sending three top senior
students to three of the leading engineering offices
in the nation. Douglas Ashcraft will work for a year
under the direction of Dr. Fazlur R. Kahn, partner
and chief structural engineer of Skidmore. Owings
and Merrill in Chicago; Robert Hayes, under
William J. LeMessurier, president of LeMessurier
Associates, Cambridge. Mass.; and William Riles.
under W. B. Pieper. BA '53. BS '54. a senior vice-
president of Brown and Root in Houston.
This arrangement is modeled after the highly

successful School of Architecture program, which
has placed Rice graduates with such important
men in the field as I. M. Pei. John Habraken and the
late Louis I. Kahn. The civil engineering program is
thought to be unique among departments in the
country.

News and notices
Sixty-first Rice Commencement held
The Sixty-first staging of Commencement Exercises was held the

evening of May 11th on the east side of Lovett Hall. A total of 871
degrees. 652 undergraduate and 219 graduate. were awarded by
President Hackerman

Events of the day included the morning presentation of prizes and
awards, held at Cohen House. a buffet luncheon for seniors and
parents. held in the homes of College masters: and the R.O.T.C.
commissioning cremony in early afternoon. The 7p.m.
Commencement Exercises were iollowed immediately by a
reception honoring Rice degree recipients and their guests. hosted
by President and Mrs. Hackerman at Cohen House. Chief Marshal of
the Commencement ceremony was Alan Grob. And it was a beautiful day

The program benefits everyone involved. "You
can't produce an engineer in four or five years at
school.- chairman Nat Krahl explained. "That's why
it takes another four years before you can be
registered.- The program is designed to bridge the
gap between university work and professional
practice by placing a student together with a
nationally or internationally prominent civil
engineer. The preceptor enjoys the services of an
outstanding young engineer without being
committed to permanently employing him. Rice's
civil engineering is enriched by the preceptees'
experience when they return to complete their five-
year Master of Civil Engineering degrees.
The first three preceptees are the best of what

Dr. Krahl describes as "an unusually good year.-
The preceptors were chosen for their excellence in
particular areas of civil engineering. Four were
invited to participate; four accepted. Next year, Dr.
E. 0. Pfrang of the National Bureau of Standards
will take a Rice student into his office.

Eventually the program may be expanded. As
more students choose careers in civil engineering,
the department expects to provide them the same
opportunity for broadened professional horizons.

Margrave elected to National
Academy of Sciences
John L. Margrave. Dean of Advanced Studies

and Research and professor of chemistry. has been
elected to the National Academy of Sciences in
Washington, D.C. He is one of 95 American
scientists elected this year. There are now 1077
members.

Margrave's research has dealt principally with
physical and inorganic chemistry, especially high
temperature and high pressure chemistry. He is
also working in the area of flourine chemistry, mass
spectrometry and matrix-isolation spectroscopy.
"Dr. iVlargrave's work has been excellent for many
years,- commented President Hackerman. "His
work is outstanding not only in terms of being
applicable within the field of chemistry. but also in
its applicability to many current problems.-

In 1961 Margrave founded the National Research
Council's Committee on High Temperature
Chemistry and served as its chairman until 1966.
Margrave has served on the Selection Panels for
NSF and NATO postdoctoral fellowships. He has
held an Atomic Energy Commission postdoctoral
fellowship. a Sloan Research Fellowship and a
Guggenheim Fellowship.
Margrave received the American Chemical

Society Award in Inorganic Chemistry in 1967, the
IR-100 Award in 1970 and the 1973 American
Chemical Society Southwest Regional Award.
Author of over 300 publications and holder of
several patents, he has edited the journal High
Temperature Science since 1969.

A fellow of the American Institute of Chemists.
Margrave is a member of the American Chemical
Society. American Ceramic Society. American
Physical Society. American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Faraday Society, Sigma
Xi. Omicron Delta Kappa. Sigma Tau. Tau Beta Pi
and Alpha Chi Sigma. He has served on numerous
advisory boards.
Margrave joined the Rice faculty in 1963 and was

chairman of the Chemistry Department from 1967
to 1972. when he became Dean of Advanced
Studies and Research. He is the sixth member of
the current Rice faculty to be elected to the
Academy. The other members are: Salomon
Bochner, William E. Gordon. Norman Hackerman,
Frederick D. Rossini and Frederick T. Wall.

Faculty promotions, appointments
announced

Twenty-four faculty promotions and six new
departmental chairmen have been approved by the
University's Board of Governors, effective July 1st.
Those promoted to the rank of Professor include:

Stanley Besen. economics; C. S. Burrus, electrical
engineering; F. M. Fisher, Jr., biology; Ira Gruber,
history; David Minter, English; Guillermo Owen,
mathematical sciences; Dale Spence, health and
physical education; Raymond Wells, mathematics;
and Richard A. Wolf, space physics and astronomy.
Those promoted to the rank of Associate

Professor include: Hans G. Ave Lallemant, geology;
William G. Characklis, environmental science and
engineering; Philip Davis. anthropology; Charles
Doran, political science; Kristine Gilmartin,
classics; Ramon M. Glantz, biology; J. Robert
Jump, electrical engineering; Larry V. McIntire,
chemical engineering; Wesley Morris, English;
Philip Oliver-Smith, fine arts; Gordon Smith,
economics; Charles R. Stewart, biology; Gale
Stokes, history; and Geoffrey Winningham, fine
arts.
Those appointed to new departmental positions

include the following: Dr. Alexander Dessler has
been appointed manager of Campus Business
Affairs. Dr. F. Curtis Michel has been appointed
chairman of the Department of Space Physics and
Astronomy for a five-year term. Dr. James B.
Pearson has been appointed chairman of the
Department of Electrical Engineering for a five-year
term. Dr. Paul E. Pfeiffer has been appointed
chairman of the Department of Mathematical
Sciences for a one-year term. Dr. David Schum will
be acting chairman of the Department of
Psychology for the fall semester of the 1974-75
academic year. Dr. Zeno Vendler has been
appointed chairman of the Department of
Philosophy.
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On April 25th, the Thresher ran this editorial by
outgoing editor Steve Jackson:

The Association of Rice Alumni and
What It Can Do for You

In a couple of weeks. we'll all be leaving Rice.
And a lot of us won't be back. Some hocus-pocus
with a piece of sheepskin at Commencement. and
we're no longer students; we've made it. We're
graduates. Alumni.
One of the primary effects of graduation is that

you're freed from the bounds of the hedges.
Indeed, you no longer have to have anything
whatsoever to do with Rice. Some people think this
is just fine. Some, indeed, have waited for years for
just this moment, but some alumni, whether from
gratitude, nostalgia, or sheer perversity, would
rather not sever all their connections with Rice.
Which is why the Association of Rice Alumni exists.

All alumni are automatically members of the

Association: not just the 18,713 who have received
Rice degrees the last 60 years, but the 7,949 others
who attended Rice for a year or more. There are no
dues, no obligations, and several distinct
advantages.
The Alumni Association is funded by the

University. About half of its $98,000 budget goes for
staff salaries; the rest is spent on various alumni
services and activities. Notable among these, of
course, is each year's Homecoming, when alums on
campus outnumber even the birds.

Another alumni project is the Sallyport, the
official publication of the Association of Rice
Alumni. At no charge, Rice alumni get a well-
written, attractive bi-monthly publication with in-
depth coverage of campus events as well as
extraneous beyond-the-hedges material written by
members of the Rice community. An extensive
Class Notes section lets alums keep in touch with
friends and foes. It's a good paper, and getting
better.
There are other Association activities. Chief

among these are the Alumni Institute, which offers
various seminars to let alums bring themselves up-
to-date in assorted fields; REAP, the Rice
Employment by Alumni Program; and a wide

assortment of tours hosted by faculty members.
There are more; it's worth looking into.

Furthermore, Alumni committees are influential
in University affairs. Alumni were responsible for
the recent legal aid proposal, and co-operated in
the attempt to get student representation on the
Board of Governors.
One function of the Association will appeal

especially to those who continue to identify with the
students. ("I'm not an alumnus! I'm not old ...")
Each year, the alumni elect one of their number to
Rice's Board of Governors. This may be as close as
we come, for some time, to getting a student on the
Board. Six members of the Alumni Executive Board
are also elected each year. It's worth thinking
about.

For those who don't intend to forget Rice as
quickly as possible, the Alumni Association
provides a good way to keep in touch. Not only that:
through the Alumni Association, an ex-student can
sometimes influence the University much more
than he did while he was here.

If you like Rice — if you spent part of your time
here trying to make it better — don't quit now. The
Alumni Association can use you. And vice versa.

— steve jackson

Senior Day: a good time had by all
By T. Austin Bay (Lovett '73)

Perhaps the brownie sopped in Lone Star served
as the catalyst. Or maybe the barbecue beef and
sausage triggered the chain reaction. For whatever
reason, old seniors were made to feel that they
were new alumni at the Alumni Association's Senior
Day Picnic held May 2nd in the courtyard of the
Memorial Center.
So with the appearance of good Texas food

commenced the first official conflagration of the
Class of 1974 since their matriculation address in
September 1970, and the last before graduation.
"Why didn't they feed us like this when we were
students?"—alas, a common lament among the

The RMC courtyard was the scene as the Alumni
Association welcomed the Class of '74 into
membership.

honored. For a moment the four years of commons
food (remember hockey-puck filet?) dissipated in
the drug of pleasant digestion, beer, and a last shot
of suddenly easy camaraderie.
The whole affair, "beer, a band, and some

barbecue," was free if you were a graduating
senior with either a ticket or an alibi. But the
reasons for attendance were varied, and comments
revealed them.

"I just wanted to see how many of my classmates
I didn't know; and there are quite a few," said one.
"Man, there are a couple of girls here that I've

wanted to get to know since freshman week. I
guess I better get it on," said another.
And another, a more reflective soul: "I don't

know, it's not the old epitaph of good-bye college
days. Heaven knows, at times I've hated this place.
But it's just that I may never again see some of
these faces I've grown accustomed to after four
years. It sort of makes things seem irrelevant."

Several groups of students were planning trips to
exotic places in the time between the end of finals
and Commencement, May 11th. Some were to fly to
Mexico City. The rough-it crowd was heading
toward Big Bend. "We packed the van this
afternoon," said one senior anxious to leave the city
for a few days. "We're leaving when the beer stops
flowing and the band stops playing."

Lovett College Master Sid Burrus added a
different perspective. "You know, there are a
number of guys here that, four years ago, I thought
wouldn't make it. They a// made it."

About 30 alumni were in attendance at the picnic. Most could be found dressed in their
aprons, dishing up barbecue and side dishes for the graduating seniors.

I can imagine myself demothing a raccoon coat
and postscripting Sid Burrus or another of the
unnamed contributors with "a good time was had
by all." But the Senior Picnic is too much of a prize
to award only once in a college career. So, to risk
pennant waving, I suggest that the proper idea
would be to have one of these every year for each
class, not to inspire a mythic, unattainable unity or
to fulfill the abstract requirements of a situation
comedy's notion of what college is all about, but to
let everyone know that other souls are afloat in the
same leaking raft. And besides, what the hell, a
good time was had by all.

Joyce Pounds Hardy '45. coordinator of the day's
activities, wearing one of the 22 aprons she made
to be worn by alumni food-servers, and the
Sallyport editor, also appropriately dressed.
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REAA gives awards
The Rice Engineering Alumni Association

presented award plaques to outstanding fourth-
and fifth-year engineering students at its luncheon
meeting April 24th at the Cohen House. Dr. Larry
Whitmire. chairman of the Scholarship Committee
presented plaques to: Douglas G. AshcrPft. civil
engineering; John D. Wilkinson. chemical
engineering; Richard L. Cordray. environmental
engineering; Roger E. McBride, environmental
science and engineering; and Robert 0. Nellums.
mechanical engineering, all fourth-year students.

Outstanding fifth-year students receiving plaques

were: Steven Peters, civil engineering; David L.
Denbina. chemical engineering; Robert T. Fink.
electrical engineering: Steven R. Mut.
environmental science engineering; and
Richard G. Rossen, mechanical engineering. David
Denbina was presented a check for $250 for the
best grades of a fifth-year encineering student.

Basketball head coach named
On March 28th, less than one week after being

named president of the National Association of

Basketball Coaches, James Robert (Bob) Polk
became the new Owl basketball coach. He
replaces Don Knodel who had resigned earlier in

the month after eight years at the post.
In 24 seasons of coaching, Bob Polk teams have

won 338 games while losing 193. for an overall .640

percentage.
Polk comes to Rice from a five-year stint at St.

Louis University where he was named Missouri
Valley Coach of the Year in 1970. His longest
coaching service was with Vanderbilt, where he
spent 15 years and helped the team achieve
national recognition. After a short period as
assistant personnel director at the Vanderbilt

Medical Center, Polk became head coach of Trinity

University in San Antonio and led his team to two
NCAA playoffs. He was named Southland

Travel interest finder:
Rice alumni tours

The Alumni Association at Rice has a special
interest in tours for our members. There is no better

way to widen minds and hearts than by traveling.

We try to offer diverse fare for the wide range of

personalities and minds represented in our
membership.

Following is a list of trips your Tour Committee

recommends. Prices are subject to change, of
course, but unless otherwise stated, all include
airfare from Houston. Only cruises include all
meals. Space is limited, so send in your response

on this checklist by June 1st to Rice Alumni Tours,

P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77001, or call 713-

528-4598. We will forward your inquiry to our
travel agents.

Thanks,
Chairperson Genevieve Demme

1974 Latin America and Europe

O Take me through the Black Sea and Greek Isles
on the deluxe Royal Viking cruise, with Leningrad
and Moscow shore leave. (August
31st—September 18th; from $1500)

CI I want to play Columbus discovering the
Caribbean either 0 on the economical Cunard
Adventurer cruise out of Old San Juan or
CI on my own chartered sailboat with guide
out of St. Martin or St. Thomas.
(Over Thanksgiving; under $500)

O Sail the Gulf with Santa from New Orleans to
Mexican. Central American and other selected
Caribbean ports in the Royal Viking's maiden
cruise season. (December 21st—January 9th;
approximately $900)

D Let's start the New Year waltzing! Vienna,
Budapest and Prague Twelfth Night will be an old

world ball with operas, ballet and the Hofburg
Palace gala. (December 26th—January 9th;
approximately $500)

El Thanks, but I plan to welcome 1975 amid the
ancient Mayan ruins and colorful markets of
Guatemala. (December 26th—January 5th;
approximately $500)

1974 USA & Our Neighbors, Mexico and Canada

O Guadalajara calls me for a long, inexpensive
holiday weekend either away from or with the
whole family at hilltop resort El Tapatio. (July
3rd-7th; $150)

CI Take me to the spectacular Pacific Northwest
via cruise and coach with options to interior Alaska,

Canada and 0 for a bonus the California wine
country if I start from San Francisco. (Early July for
two weeks; approximately $1200 out of Seattle or

S.F.)

O Show me the famed Peak Color in New England

with a few covered bridges and historic Boston for

kicks. (Early October; approximately $400)

El Ready or not, Mark Twain, here I come, up the

Mississippi to Natchez and Vicksburg on the
steamboat Delta Queen. Great for children, too!
(November 18th-22nd; November 24th-29th;
approximately $300 out of New Orleans)

I am Class 

Address 

City  State  Zip

Phone 

Conference Coach of the Year in 1966 and National

Coach of the Year in 1968
Polk will retain assistant coaches McCoy

McLemore and Greg Williams.

Area club notebook

On March 20th, the Rice Alumni Club of

Washington, D.C., met with President Norman

Hackerman for cocktails in the National Press
Club. About 40 members of the club attended the

informal gathering which included a cash bar and

munchies. Martha K. Smith '66 and Bill Delany '61

who helped organize the party were joined by club

president Gordon Bushey '43, who introduced
President Hackerman to the guests of many
graduating classes from Rice. A smaller group of

graduates and friends, including Rob Quartel '74, K.

K. Nikkei '61. and Vivian Vahlberg '70 carried

discussion of Rice activities further over steak
dinner.
Happy Birthday, dear Willie! Happy Birthday to

you! The first recorded birthday celebration for

our founder after his untimely demise in 1900

took place March 23rd in that bastion of history,

tradition and grand style—New Orleans. More than

thirty area alumni and their families responded to

an invitation for a streetcar birthday party and

picnic celebration in popular Crescent City fashion.

The group, organized by Alton and Georgia
(Morrison) Bryant '61 and '60, left the car barn at 1

p.m. They chatted, waved and sang all the way

down St. Charles Avenue to Lee Circle and back to

Audubon Park in Streetcar No. 690, crepe-papered

and owl-postered. The youngest participant was
the two-year-old daughter of Paul and Cathy
(Savage) Brosman '55 who commented to the
senior participant, Mrs. Marion Morrison '22,
visiting from San Francisco, "I wan' to do it again!"

At the park, fried chicken was the order of the

picnic, widely circulated out of the picnic baskets

of Mr. and Mrs. Blake Touchstone '65, Mr. and Mrs.

E. T. Voss '51, and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Morriss '59

graduate degree. Dixie beer and macaroni salad

(prepared by Mrs. Morrison) and a Rice Central
Kitchen spice cake, flown in and lemon-frosted by

visiting Houston Owl F. L. Dent '59, topped off the
afternoon. After one more round of "Happy
Birthday!" and sharing the leftover cake with
passing horses, dogs, and streetcar parties, the
group dispersed at 4 p.m. "Let's make it an annual

event," chortled John Sisler '59 who has just moved

to New Orleans and looks forward to a lively time
with some new "old friendb" that Rice area clubs
supply all new arrivals in most big U.S. cities.

In San Antonio on March 27th, President
Hackerman discussed the state of the University in
the light of his view on "Science and Technology in
the Service of Society," a lecture given at this
year's Alumni Institute on the campus. About 30
people attended the evening reception at the San

Antonio Country Club which had been planned by

Dr. Robert Brusenhan '52 and Mrs. James Carnes

'47. Carolyn Hooton Wallace '53, who has since
been named new Executive Director of the
Association, attended the meeting with news of
alumni activities in Houston.
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On April 18th. Dr. David Reasoner of the Space
Physics Department spoke at a dinner meeting of
the Hill Country Alumni Club at the Alpine House in
Kerrville. Approximately 40 alumni and friends
gathered for cocktails at 7 p.m. at the event
organized by Tom Terrell '58, club vice-president.
Among those at the party were Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Hoerster '49 and '50, Mrs. Tom Daniel '29,
Mrs. Marvyn Bell '22, Mary Jane Hale Rommel '37,
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Moeller '34 and '28, and
Colonel James 0. Younts '32. Their Class Notes
remarks returned to Sallyport indicate occupations
from "rancher- and "ranch wife" to professionals
in law and education. "They asked a lot of
questions about everything from space science to
co-ed colleges.- Dr. Reasoner said.
To celebrate San Jacinto Day, April 21st, the

Boston/New England Club hired a bus to beat the
energy crisis and took an excursion to historic
Deerfield. Mass., currently the home of Mary Beth
Peters '39. Among those nearly 20 alumni viewing
several Eighteenth Century houses were Charles
Szalkowski '70, Pat and Lucy Conley '42, and Leslie

Arnold '61. "We had a great time from the picnic on
the bus to the 'tea at the end of the tour," noted
Szalkowski. They are planning a bring-your-own
picnic on June 16th at the Conley's home
overlooking the Atlantic in Manchester.
Most recent meetings at press time were two

parties with featured guest, Dick Stabell, Assistant
to the President for Admissions and Records. He
visited with 10 alumni in the Memphis area at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Briscoe '58 for an
informal afternoon reception on May 5th. Guests at
the party included Mr. and Mrs. Jim Evans '60 and
'62, Bill Wilson '65 and Mary Lacey Butler '60, who
drove in from Oxford, Miss., for the party. as well as
newly admitted freshmen and their parents. On
May 6th Mr. Stabell spoke to about 25 Rice alumni
and friends in the Wilmington-Philadelphia area at
a cocktails-and-steak-dinner meeting with a Texas
flair in the Longhorn Ranch Restaurant at Glen Mill,
Pa. John Coleman '59 who organized the party
noted that there was a good response to this
second meeting in that metropolitan area. Four new
students and their parents attended the affair.

— F. L. Dent

Owlmanac
Cartier-Bresson Archival Through
Exhibition. 385 photographs at the June 30
Rice Museum. Presented by the
Institute for the Arts.

Summer School for High School
Students. Offered by Rice
Department of Education.

Alumni of Greater Chicago
present a cookout in the back yard
of Al and Bonnie Beerman of
Highland Park. Special guest is

June 4
through
July 12

June 9

Owl football coach Al Conover.
5 p.m.
RSVP at 312-433-5280.

Four months from June 26th the
Rice campus will be alive with
alumni. It's Homecoming. October
26, 1974. Rice v. UT.

June 26

The office of the Association of Rice Alumni
welcomes calls or letters concerning University or
alumni events in Houston or anywhere. Phone:
713-528-4141, ext. 215/217.

Sallyport personals: better than a message in a bottle

Think of this Class Notes form as a letter to people you knew at Rice. Speak to them about
your life since graduation . . . and anything else you want to tell them is welcome. too. We
would like Class Notes to reflect the style. the interests, the causes and the ideas of those
whose paths crossed the Rice campus. Tell us what's important to you.

Name Class

Address ( new)

Class Notes
16-24
Fay E. Dunseth Cochran BA '16 and her
husband Edward Kirk Cochran '17
report: "He is still a retired comptroller; she

still a housewife. having lived and raised
our family at this address since 1937. this

place is now as much our home as Houston
was in days of yore. Our health for adults of
our age is normal; and we feel that we have
lived contented. sometimes happy lives.
Even now in the turmoil of this period, we
both have a high regard for human beings
and the happiness of others."

Tracy Y. Thomas BA '21
the first Rice alumnus elected to the National
Academy of Science (1941) is professor
emeritus of the mechanics and structure
department of the School of Engineering and
Applied Science at UCLA. He was made a
fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society in
1964.

25-29
John A. Kirschke BA '27
manufactures high pressure hydraulic
cleaning equipment and specialized closed
circuit television equipment for internal
inspection of pipes, tanks, ducts. etc.

Marguerite Durrett Daniel BA '29, MA '31
"retired from city of Houston and moved to
Kerrville. 1968. Widowed 1968 — Henry V.
Aldrich. Married Thomas M. Daniel March 18.
1973. President of Kerrville Garden Club. Vice
Regent of Major James Kerr Chapter DAR.
President of Current Book Club Reviewers.
Secretary of Hill Country Rice Alumni, Charge
Lay Leader of St. Paul's United Methodist
Church. President of St. Paul's United
Methodist Women. And in my spare time I play
bridge.-

30-34
Gladys Holland Morgan '30
"Living on small ranch out of Kerrville. Just
completed a new two-story Spanish ranch-
type home. Have a few cattle. lots of white tail
deer and exotic game (axis deer). Enjoying
every minute. even the outdoor work,
gardening. building rock retaining walls.
planting bulbs. flowers. Member of Friends of
Library. do church work. etc.•'

James 0. Younts, Jr. BS '32
has retired from the U S. Army as a colonel,
now does real estate sales and public
relations for a savings and loan association in
Kerrville. Texas.

L Carroll Adams BS '33
is professor emeritus of Columbia University
retired. He lives in Kerrville.

John F. Anderson BA '33
writes. "I own and operate a 400-acre cattle
ranch 7 miles north of La Grange. With the
ranch home as headquarters. I still work as a
geophysicist and oil operator in the Houston
area.- He and his wife, the former Anile Clay
BA '33. have two daughters. ages 26 and 37.

Marjorie Meyer Arsht BA '33
writes: "Aside from my exciting new career in
real estate investments, our principal interest
lies in our children and grandchildren. My son
Alan is a special assistant in the government
energy office: daughter Leslye is a program
coordinator for the Environmental Protection
Agency.-
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Harper Black '33
reports that the youngest of his five children is
now 21. Harper lives in Tyler, Texas.

Robert K. Blair BA '33
reports that he was recently honored with a
fellowship in the American Academy of
Family Practice. He acts as medical director,
claims, for the Tennessee Life Insurance
Company. All three of his children are happily
married and have produced seven
grandchildren.

G. L. Bridger BS '33, MA '35
is director of the School of Chemical
Engineering at Georgia Tech. He was made a
fellow of the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers last year and received the Alumni
Achievement Citation from Iowa State
University in 1972.

Albert Walker Collier BA '33
is professor of biology and associate
chairman of the Department of Biological
Science at Florida State University.
Tallahassee. He writes that he has remarried;.
his wife's name is Marie. He has been named
a fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science and is involved in
making instructional films. He would like to
hear from other members of his class.

John M. Copeland BA '33
was presented the Superior Performance
Award by the Johnson Spacecraft Center on
his retirement last year.

Helen Turner Embry BA '33
is a librarian at Clear Creek 1.S.D. in Nassau
Bay, Texas. Her daughter, Elizabeth '62.
also lives in Nassau Bay with her
husband and their three sons.

Edgar A. Farris, Jr. BS '33
recently had the honor of representing Rice at
the inauguration of Dr. Edward J. Blou stein as
president of Rutgers University.
Edgar is vice-president of Ray Consulting

Co., a job that takes him from East Boston to
Camarillo. California.

Leota Meyer Hess BA '33
has been designated one of the five women
and 300 men in the U.S., Canada, Australia
and Great Britain who are Certified Shopping
Center Managers. She is employed by the
Meyerland Company in Houston as developer
and manager of shopping centers. She
spends her free time as a weekend artist and
seamstress. Her daughter Karen Hess Rogers
BA '68 and husband Arthur H. Rogers BA '67
have two children, a boy and a girl.

Winnie Helen Beaman Hilliard BA '33
has retired as math teacher at Deer Park
Senior High School. She spends her time with
her four children and seven grandchildren.
and tours in a travel trailer.

George M. IIles BA '33
writes that he and his brother, Robert BA '37,
are co-owners of IIles Co., an import-export
firm specializing in fruits and spices.

William R. Moeller BS '34
and his wife Mary Virginia Jett BA '28 live on a
ranch in Comfort, Texas.

Ben G. Sewell BA '33
reports that he is occupied getting four girls
through college: one has graduated from
Stanford; another is a senior at Texas; a third
is a freshman at Vanderbilt; and one, he
hopes, is on her way to Rice.

J. LeRoy Sims BA '33
is professor of medicine at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison. Two of his children are
graduate students, one at Harvard. the other
at Michigan; the third is a junior at Wisconsin.

Warren T. Thagard BS '34
has been elected to the newly created
position of executive vice-president of Texas
Eastern Transmission Corporation.

35-39
Tom Miller BA '36, BS '37
writes that he and his wife Mary Isabel Mount
BA '36, BS '37 "are celebrating the twentieth
anniversary of hanging out our shingle as
architects in Denton. We're small-town
general practitioners, with a gratifying coterie
of local clients and buffs. The closest we've
come to fame is that our entry in the FDR
Memorial competition was selected for
inclusion in the book that was later published
about the competition.

"Isabel's latest extra-curricular
involvement is the presidency of the League
of Women Voters; she organizes registration
drives and land-use seminars, makes public
pronouncements about zoning changes,
voting machines, protecting the environment,
septic tank ordinances, etc. She'll be a
delegate to the national LWV convention in
San Francisco next month.

"I recently became president of the Denton
chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union.
(So far the longest trip this has required is to
the state board meeting in Dallas.) I seem to
be settling into a character—comic niche in
local musical theatre — my roles in the past
two years have been Sir Joseph Porter in
Pinafore, Mr. Kofner in The Consul and Cox in
Cox and Box.
"Our daughter Abigail graduated from

Pomona College last year; son Crispin is
expecting to collect a diploma from
Swathmore this June.
"Denton is about 35 miles north of Dallas

and Fort Worth—not too far for us to meet old
friends in either city. Try to give us a little
advance notice, though.. .love to all."

Mary Jane Hale Rommel BA '37
is an importer. She lives in Ingram, Texas.

Dorothy Wesier Seale BA '37
and her husband William W. ("Mike") Seale
BS '39 are looking forward to retirement in
Colorado in a few years, where they own a
summer home and where their two sons have
settled. Their elder son, Dr. William Boyer
Seale, received his MD degree from Columbia
University in 1972, and is currently resident at
the University of California Medical Center in
San Francisco. Mark Wesley Seale received a
BS in business from the University of
Colorado in 1972 and is employed by Xerox
Corp. in Denver.

40-44
Marguerite Bailey Bannon BA '40
has been chairman of the Rating Board of the
Veterans Administration attached to the U.S.
Embassy in Manila for the past two and one-
half years. She is the only woman with the VA
overseas. Marguerite and her daughter
Stephanie visited Ms. Bannon's mother in
Houston recently.

Mary Margaret Raymond Magee '40
is church secretary of the First Presbyterian
Church in Kerrville. Texas.

Marjorie V. Peters BA '40
is superintendent of the Hunt, Texas,
Independent School District.

Placido Gomez BS '42
was installed in the Texas High School
Basketball Hall of Fame in April. An
outstanding baseball player as well, Gomez
played basketball for the SWC championship
Owl team in 1940 and the team that tied for
first in 1941.

45-49
Joe K. Goerner BS '45
has been named vice president, research
and planning, for the Jefferson Chemical
Company. His headquarters will be in
Houston.

D. J. Scherer '46
is the author of The State Wants My Land! Do I
Have to Sell?, a compact guide for property
owners who may face government takeover
of their land for highway construction, urban
renewal or other public purposes. "In
question-and-answer-form the guide
addresses the major and most frequent
concerns raised about owner rights and
financial benefits when land acquisition
agents first turn up." Scherer is living and
working in Rye, N.Y.

Roger M. Haynes BS '49
has been named vice-president, employee
relations, by Consolidation Coal Company.
He and his wife Jerry have two children and
live in Pittsburgh.

Dick Hoerster BA '49
is an attorney in Fredericksburg, Texas. His
wife, Maxie Hoerster BA '50 teaches public
school. They have two sons at Rice, Rick '75
and Steve '77.

50-54
Walter D. Carraway, Jr. BS '53 has been
named vice president and general manager
of Philippines Sun Oil, a subsidiary of Sun
Oil Co. He wi be responsible for the efforts
of a group exploring a 500.000-acre tract in
the Sulu Sea. He currently lives with his wife
and three children in Houston.

William H. Watson BA '53, PhD '58
will spend two months in Yugoslavia as a
National Academy of Sciences exchange
scientist. He will consult with the Chemistry
Department at the University of Belgrade on
the structures and reactions of amino acid-
transition metal complexes. He also will
lecture at the other major universities in the
country.

55-59
Oscar T. Teegerstrom BA '56
is attorney-real estate representative for
Safeway Stores, Inc., buying land for new
Safeway stores in the Dallas metropolitan
area. He lives in Garland with his wife and
three-year old son Erik.

Robert J. Newton BA '58, BS '59
has been promoted to vice-president
and treasurer of Mitchell Energy and
Development Corp.

H. L. Stone BS '58
has been appointed consulting cardiologist
at the Yerkes Regional Primate Research
Center of Emory University in Atlanta. He is
professor of physiology and chief of the
cardiovascular control section at the Marine
Biomedical Institute, University of Texas
Medical Branch at Galveston.

Thomas S. Terrell BA '58, BS '59
is "now practicing law as a sole practitioner
in Kerrville, Texas. Have been here about 1-
1/2 years. Am also City Attorney." He and his
wife have two daughters. ages 8 and 5.
Thomas still plays a lot of tennis and is vice-
president of the Hill Country Rice Alumni
Association.

Frank L Dent BA '59
reports: "Tommie Lou Storm BA '59 and I
graduated ourselves from a sailing course on
Galveston Bay after she skinned her elbow
falling off a drydock buoy with her birthday beer
in hand. I preached to passing gulls about the
slosh and balance problems Jesus must have
had walking on the waves. T.L. is now designing
floral displays in the Houston Village Green and
I am retiring from the Alumni Executive
Directorship as an ordained Methodist preacher
to the Maine woods and Cambridge Common to
read, think and write a book/thesis/article on the
American social gospel preacher Walter
Raushenbush.

"On the way I have Harvin Moore.
Jr.'s blessing to co-manufacture skits for
the '59 reunion with Dr. Don Coney. who will
work between his baby delivery exercises in
Dallas. If you have any suggestions for the skits
(memories of tragi-comedy events at Rice that
might be re-enacted) send them to Dent &
Coney Revisited. c/o Rice Alumni Office.
Houston. My office buddies will forward it to
Walden-on-the-Penobscit-or-the-Charles. We'll
need sub-skits and skitters for the reunion
party, October 25th at the RMC on campus.
Sign up and get to Kay's by 4 p.m for a pre-
union brewhersal before we adjourn to a run-
through."

David M. Martz BA '59 and Marilynn Revis
Martz '59
have recently completed building their new
house in Bunker Hill Village, Houston, where
they live with their daughters Laura, six, and
Rosalind, three. David recently passed the
certification examination in psychiatry of the
American Board of Psychiatry and
Neurology. His offices are in Houston.

60-64
Mike Bennett BA '60
writes: "Courtesy of the U.S. Information
Agency's University Studies Program. my
'foreign' assignment for 1972-73 was the
University of Texas at Austin from which I
received a master of arts in American
Civilization in January '74. I'm now back in
Washington. D.C., studying Slovak in
preparation for my assignment as Branch
Public Affairs Officer and Director, American
Cultural Officer this fall in Bratislava,
Czechoslovakia. Please come visit, we'll be
only 35 miles from Vienna."

May Kay Hawkes Bond BA '61
writes: "I have no new Class Notes. Am still a
widow, teach Jr. Kindergarten (4-year-olds)
in a private school. The pay is lousy but the
job's terrific! My only problem is that I have a
hard time taking the curriculum very
seriously for this age group — why work in a
workbook when we can paint with our bare
feet or dance caterpillars into butterflies?
Somehow, we get it all done. My two sons. 10
and 8, are fine, handsome, smart — just like
every other mother's sons!"

John R. Germann BA '62
was promoted to assistant vice-president,
corporate systems, by the Provident Life and
Accident Insurance Company recently.

Karren Cowdin Edwards BA '63 and Jerry

Edwards BA '64
"are living in Bamberg, Germany, where
Jerry is practicing obstetrics/gynecology
(sort of) for the Army. Unfortunately for
everybody concerned, the Army has enough
ob/gyn guys in the hospitals, so they've put
us out in this undeniably beautiful little
Bavarian city where Jerry has the pleasure of
treating mostly GI's, with a few spare
dependant wives when/if he runs out of
patients.
"We've pretty pretty much assuaged our

disappointment about the rather poor
assignment by seeing as much of Europe as
we can. I am teaching high school English to
high school dropout-type GI's. Much to my
surprise, my work with PREP (notice my
facility with Army acronyms?) has proved to
be challenging, thought-provoking, and
profitable . . . the Army may not pay the
soldiers much but they pay their teachers
very well indeed!
"We travel sometimes with, and sometimes

without, our kids. Shawn, who is eight, is
muCh involved in baseball, and prefers not to
be included in long car trips, extensive visits
to museums, and the like. Annie, who is
precisely five years younger than Shawn,
likes to go along, but is still pretty young. We
have an excellent German babysitter who
takes our kids to various relatives' farms
while we are gone; needless to say, their
German is better than ours. Pity both Jerry
and I took French at Rice!
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"Jerry is using his BA in history extensively
(recent example: 'And now we are passing
through the Brenner Pass. the division
between the Germanic North and the
Mediterranean South. — you know what? It
is!). We both wish we'd had the opportunity
to take more History of Art.

Our chief gripe to date is that that lovely
list we received listing all the European Rice
Graduates, and the donors' list, both gave
only the married names of the ladies. Not
only is thi- pretty chauvinistic, it also keeps
us from being able to identify any of our
female friends! We hope this will change
"We've certainly enjoyed the couple of

newsletters which have reached us here, and
sincerely hope that you all keep up with the
flow of information."

Daniel R. Malin BA '63
has accepted a position as selection
representative on the corporate personnel
staff in the Chicago office of Booz. Allen and
Hamilton. Inc.

Donald B. Longcope, Jr. BA '64, BS '65
was married to Karen Virginia Hardin in
Altadena. California. in 1967. They have a
son. Travis. who is 1-1/2 years old. Don
received a PhD in aeronautics and
astronautics from Stanford early this year. He
is now employed at Sandia Laboratories in
Albuquerque.

65-69
Olivia Thomas Meyer BA '65
writes that her husband Walter.J. Meyer BA
'64 "will be an assistant professor of
pediatrics at The Johns Hopkins School of
Medicine beginning in July. He is completing
a fellowship in pediatric endocrinology. We
reside in Baltimore with daughter Eleanor. 5.
and Randall. 3-1/2."

Joy Oppenheim Browne BA '66

and Carter Browne BA '65
are living in a Victorian house by the sea in
Hull. Mass., with three-year old daughter.
Patience. Carter is working on his third
master's degree. taking care of Patience via
his four-day work week from Index. Inc.
where he is a systems designer. Joy is
working on her third and fourth books while
working as a psychotherapist in private
practice, having earned her PhD in 1972. Only
Patience. they report, is a frequent streaker.

Roy A. Meals BA '67
married Susan Clifton from Baltimore in
October. 1973. and is now spending two years
in Adana. Turkey. under auspices of USAF
Medical Corps.

Larry Oswald BA '67
is now in inventory management with Mark
Products, a geophysical hardware firm in
Houston. His first child. Jennifer Elaine. was
born February 26th.

James Scott BA '67
writes that he and his wife Bonnie Brigance
Scott BA '68. "will spend a year in California.
where I have accepted a one-year position as
visiting assistant professor of finance at the
Graduate School of Business. Stanford
University. I will be engaged in research.
teaching various classes including a seminar
in acquisition analysis and hopefully playing
a little more tennis."

William W. Ward '67
writes: "In case any of my fellow alumni are
wondering, 'Whatever happened to old Bill
Ward. anyway?' I offer the following
synopsis:
"After leaving Rice in disgrace in 1967. I

pursued a career as milkman, furniture
mover, inspector in a battery factory. etc.
Eventually returning to college. I received a
BS in accounting from Northern Illinois
University in 1973. I then decided the degree
merited its initials. chucked the profession
and became copy editor for the Decatur (III.)
Herald & Review. I am now broke and
completely happy.-

Velma Richardson Burnett BA '68
writes: "We proudly announce the arrival of
our first child on August 1. 1973. Katherine
Ann is a gray-eyed auburn-haired charmer.
We are living in Willow Beach. Arizona.
where my husband Jim is a park ranger at
Lake Mead National Recreation Area. a job
which meshes perfectly with our love of the
outdoors. I'm enjoying being a homemaker
(baking bread, sewing and learning to
crochet) and hiking with Kathy in a pack."

Solveig Olsen PhD '68
recently published a book. Christian Heinrich
PosteIs Beitrag zur deutschen Literatur.
Versuch einer Darstellung. She teaches
German at North Texas State University in
Denton.

Thomas L. Brown BComm '69
writes that he is employed by Procter and
Gamble as unit manager for Arizona. New
Mexico and El Paso. Texas. He lives in
Scottsdale. Arizona, with his wife Sally and a
basset hound. Guinevere.

Kathleen Callaway BA '69
writes: "I am leaving the University of
Virginia. where I have for the past five years
been involved in the women's liberation
movement and graduate study in the
Department of English. to accept a position in
the Department of English at Florida
International University in Miami."

Joe R. Milton BA '69, BArch '69
has joined the architecture and investment
building firm of Wiliam T. Cannady. Houston,

Robert Wise BA '69
would like to obtain a Campanile '69. He was
slow off the mark and didn't get one that
year. Anyone willing to part with one out of
kindness, or perhaps for some other
consideration, please contact him c/o The
Rice Campus Store.

70-74
Michael K. Donegan BA '70 and his wife
Jacquelyn King Donegan BA '70 have a new
daughter. Kelly Ann. born December 5. 1973.
They write: "Living in Virginia is quite
different from Texas because people are
much more aware of tradition and history.
Jackie plans to attend graduate school in the
fall. while Mike continues teaching at William
& Mary."

David Michael Grant BA '70
reports that .he has just returned from an
externship in "Ob-Gyn- at King's College
Hospital Medical School in London. He will
graduate from the University of Texas
Medical School at San Antonio on June 1st
and will intern at Providence Hospital in
Portland. Oregon.

George M. "Randy" Jinks BComm '70
has been appointed assistant vice-president
of Texas Commerce Dank. He joined the
bank in 1970.

Ronald M. Zweighaft BA '70
is graduating from Southwestern Medical
School. Dallas. He was named recently to the
Alpha Omega Alpha national medical
fraternity. He will do an internship in internal
medicine at the University of North Carolina.
Chapel Hill. then serve as an epidemiology
officer at the Center For Disease Control in
Atlanta.

Michael R. Daley BA '71
writes: "I am enrolled in the master of social
work program at U. of Houston. My field of
concentration is social work administration
and I have a field placement with the Harris
County Child Welfare Unit."

Gay Grant Espensen BA '71

writes that her first child Kirsten Lee was
born February 15th. She has been teaching
biology and Spanish in the Spring Branch
District and singing professionally in

Houston.

Norman D. Geddes BA '71
was recently awarded the Meritorious Unit
Commendation Ribbon for his assignment
with Training Station 23 in Kingsville. Texas.

Marc L. Goldschmitt BA '71
Lt(jg). U.S.N.. is now stationed at the Great
Lakes (Illinois) Naval Air Station.

Dan Mayadas BA '71, MME '72
writes: "I want to say goodbye to my friends
in the U.S.; I am planning to return to India in
April. 1974 — for an indefinite period.
However. I hope to return to this country for
graduate study — someday. My address will
be: 11 Canal Colony. Ferozepore. Punjab.
India."

John K. Spear BA '71, BArch '71
writes: "After spending summer '71 at the AA
School in London and fall touring Europe. I
returned to Houston to join Ford & Heesch.
Architects and Planners. While working there
I achieved architectural registration and was
active in the McGovern campaign and Texas
State Democratic Convention. I am now on
leave from F & H to attend Yale for 2 years
as a student of environmental design.
concentrating in real property development.
land finance and property law (but not
ignoring Yale's offerings in Art History.
southern political history and architectural
theory found in courses taught by V. Scully.
C. Van Woodward and Charles Moore). It's
been a very good year thus far."

Deborah Greene Turner BA '71
writes that she and her husband John C.
Turner BA '72 are living in Princeton. N.J.
John is a second year graduate student in
statistics at Princeton; Debbie is working in
the Dean of Student Affairs Office at
Princeton and doing graduate work at
Teachers College. Columbia University.

Dan James Henderson BA '72
and Georgia Anne Martin Henderson BA '72
are living in Houston. Georgia is finishing her
second year of graduate work in the Rice
biology department. Dan left Continental Oil
to become a technical representative with
GE's Information Services Business Division.
They both enjoy weekend scuba diving and
Dan is about to receive his private pilot
license.

Janet Hudson BA '72
has been appointed lecturer in Mathematic
Education at the University of Pennsylvania.

Dorothy Lucile Lancaster BA '72
writes: "This March I married John Thomas
McCoppin III. a U. of H. psychology major. I
am attending South Texas College of Law
and we both work part-time.

"Tom will receive his BA in May and will

work for Nunn Electric. He says he'll put me

through law school if I'll put him through

grad school when I finish. It's one of those

offers you can't refuse.-

Guy McClung MA '72
writes: "Presently I am stagnating in the
morasses of a basic training company as .a
training officer twelve to sixteen hours a day.
six days a week. Its been almost two years
now since I left — but soon they may let me
out and be able to return to Rice-Paradise
to finish my PhD."

Deborah Boss Osmer BA '72
writes: "After I finished at Rice. Jack and I
moved to Santa Rosa ( God's chosen spot
according to the locals) where he is about to
finish work on his BA at California State
College at Sonoma. I am working in the
Employment Development Department for
the state of California doing not nearly as
rri• -h for mankind as I had anticipated. We
were married officially in December of last
year. We are the proud parents of two lovely
Irish setters. Rachel and Sheba."

Peter W. Sloss PhD '72
reports: "Since receiving my degree. I have
moved to Michigan with my wife and two
sons, ages two and five. The first year after
graduation I taught elementary geology at
Michigan State University. as visiting
assistant professor. Since last June I have
worked for the U.S. Lake Survey Center
(NOAA) as a research scientist in physical
limnology

Kathy Allen BA '73
writes: "I am presently working on my PhD in
romance languages at Duke University in
Durham, N.C. I plan to marry Alan Weber BA
'73, MEE '74 on November 23. 1974. in
Houston. Alan and I will work in Paris this
summer...

Duane E. Mellor, Jr. BA '73
writes: "I am finishing my first year as a
graduate student in the Department of
Geology and Geophysics at Yale University. I
am spending the summer in Western Kenya.
serving as geologist to a Yale archeological
expedition. The lake beds we will be
studying contain hominid fossils that may be
older than 4.0 million years."

DEATHS

Camille Waggaman Brown BA '18
died last month in a Houston hospital. At the
time of her retirement 10 years ago. Mrs.
Brown was said to have had the longest
sponsored radio program in the United
States. She broadcast six days a week. and
before the days of taping. missed no
broadcast in her 31-year career on radio
stations in Montgomery. Alabama. She is
survived by her sister. Adele Waggaman '17.

Daniel L. DelHomme, Sr. '24
died February 22nd

James A. Russell, Jr. BA '26
died in Sao Paulo. Brazil. on January 18.
1974. He spent most of his life in Brazil where
he retired as vice-president of Anderson
Clayton & Co. and during retirement he was
president of the Industrial Development
Committee for Bauru. State of Sao Paulo.
Brazil.

William Maurice Ewing BA '26, MA '27,
PhD '31
one of Rice's most distinguished graduates
and the Rice's first elected Alumni Governor.
died May 4th in Galveston. He was 67 Please
see article earlier in this issue.

Dorothy Estill King BA '27
passed away in a Houston hospital April 4th.
A long-time teacher in the Houston public
schools. Mrs. King is survived by her
husband. Bruce Spencer King. one brother.
one sister and several nieces and nephews.

Lucy Davis Hale BA '29
died recently in El Paso. She is survived by
husband. Richard H. Hale.

Dorothy J. King BA '35
died in February.

John R. Mooney BA '41
died recently in Houston. He is survived by
his wife Bettie Jeanne Fulshear Mooney BA
'42 and two daughters

Barrie H. Harmon '47
died last year.

Louis I. Kahn
a close associate of the Rice School of
Architecture, died recently. A major figure in
the architectural world. Kahn took Rice
students into his office as apprentices.

Dr. Merril Andrew MacMahon
who taught physics at Rice many years ago,
died April 10th in Houston at the age of 80.
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Eleventh in a series

The formal opening of the Rice Institute
was held on October 10, 11, and 12, 1912,
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, with conclu-
ding religious services on Sunday Morning,
October 13th.
To prepare the program for this event,

President Lovett made several trips to Europe
where he arranged for the lectures to be
given at the celebration. He secured as lec-
turers the following men:

Professor Rafael Altamira y Crevea, of
Madrid

Professor Emile Borel, of Paris
Senator Benedetto Croce, of Naples
Professor Hugo de Vries, of Amsterdam
Professor Sir Henry Jones, of Glasgow
Privy Councillor Baron Dairoku Kikuchi,

of Tokyo
Professor John William Mackail, of London
Privy Councillor Professor Wilhelm

Ostwald, of Leipsic
Professor Henri Poincare, of Paris
Professor Sir William Ramsay, of London
Professor Frederick Carl StOrmer, of Rome
Professor Senator Vito Volterra, of Rome

Six of these men came to Houston and de-
livered their lectures: Altamira, Borel,
de Vries, Jones, Ramsay, and Volterra. The
other six lectures were presented by title.

There was a world of details involved in
working out plans for the celebration. A
corps of stenographers and clerks worked in
three rooms adjoining the offices at 1110-
1112 Scanlan Building.

Invitations were extended to all the leading
universities and learned societies of the world.
in response to these invitations, many beau-
tiful parchments were received. Some of
these were later framed and placed on walls
of the faculty chamber in the Administration
Building. The representatives of these uni-
versities and societies were listed in order of
the dates of the founding of the organizations
which they represented.

THE PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEES OF

THE RICE INSTITUTE
OP EMMA/ AND TECHNICAL 1.10.46

TO... IN Telt Cen Pee. HOUR. TEE..

VILLIAM MARSH RICE
ARO OEIRCATISO at ROA

TO ME ApvANCEMENT terlieRS SCI.CP .0 ART

RANINO PROLNED TO 00,1161 MD POMO. OPENING

OP ME MT UNOPERSITS

I 1111 APP.RIRATS GERPRONI0

ENO TO MOPE DESPORT.

FR. (.1.1.113. Eno pouNDATIEVO

ANO lEASEAto IRMO. OP ME SORER

TO at PRESENT AT Thet UT... ASTRIDE,.

MARGREAPloPeOr PRE EOLCATOSNAL PRORRAISAIE Of MA INETICoT.N

PT POPREPOPP BERME. RP TRUNILIE.

MOST IIRPEOTIVELT TO RPOUPET

Oa
tbe Vilnivereitv of -Parte

TOE.. A fe.leteReSTATTER

OF MAY DeSTMGLISRPO SOPRON OP 50140( ARS

TO Nei MS CL.T of THE Pepe INEMITP

TOO...V PPM. Ante Va1,10.4T

ME TERM VSERRNTO rerun IHTS . ootteeles

NINE7.11 HUNDRED ARD TWELVE

4./RARE.,

In response to this invitation. the University of
Paris commissioned Professor Emile Borel as
its delegate to the Opening.

McCants' Notebook
The formal opening of the Institute

For the entertainment of these delegates a
rather elaborate schedule was arranged. This
schedule included the lectures of the distin-
guished visitors, the presentation of the other
lectures by titles, and the final exercises of
the dedication of the new university. But
with these events, there were many other af-
fairs of great interest.

Each delegate received a large envelope
enclosing invitations to all special events.
The first event on the program was a break-
fast at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday October 10th.
This invitation was beautifully engraved and
embossed with the academic seal of the Rice
Institute.
At 10:30 a.m. on this day two lectures

were read and two were presented by title.
Altamira and de Vries read lectures; the lec-
tures of Mackail and StOrmer were presented
by title.
At 1:00 p.m. "At the Banquet Hall of the

City Auditorium a Luncheon in honor of, the
Guests of the Institute by the Mayor and the
Commissioners of the Municipal Government
of the City of Houston. Responses by sever-
al delegates to addresses of welcome by the
Governor of Texas, the Mayor of Houston,
and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of the Institute."

The invitation from the "Office of the
Mayor," embossed with the seal of the City
of Houston, reads as follows:

The Mayor and the Commissioners
of the

Municipal Government of the City of Houston
cordially invite you to meet the

Distinguished Inaugural Lecturers and Guests
of the Rice Institute

at luncheon
in the Banquet Hall of the City Auditorium
Thursday, October the tenth, at one o'clock.

At 3:00 p.m. that afternoon lectures were
read by Borel and Sir Henry Jones; lectures

of Croce and Kikuchi were presented by
title.

At 5:00 p.m., at the conclusion of the lec-
tures, an informal garden party was given in
the academic court of the Administration
Building.

At 8:30 p.m., a popular illustrated lecture
was given at the Majestic Theater by de Vries
on "The Ideals of a Naturalist."

At 9:30 p.m., a reception was given by Mr.
and Mrs. James A. Baker at their home, 1416
Main Street, in honor of the guests of the
Institute.

It is to be noted that after the lecture of
de Vries was scheduled at the Majestic Thea-
ter for 8:30 p.m. the program of events
scheduled the reception of Captain and Mrs.
Baker at 9:30 instead of 9:00 o'clock.
The second day of the celebration started

with a breakfast at the Bender Hotel tendered
the guests of the Institute by the Chamber
of Commerce.

in the beginning...

At 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, October 12th,
the inaugural lecturers, delegates, guests, and
members of the faculty assembled in the
cloister of South Hall of the Residential Halls
in academic costume, for a procession to the
Academic Court of the Administration Buil-
ding.

This was a very interesting procession. The
representatives of the universities and learned
societies had first to be placed in line on the
basis of the date of founding of each organ-
ization. There was some confusion, but fi-
nally the line was formed through the clois-
ter and the aracade.
The procession was headed by a band from

Houston. Pictures of the procession show
that the band was not too well organized. A
fact in this connection, however, should be
kept in mind: the marching over the road-
way, composed of a very large gravel, was
not too easy. The large gravel had been
placed to form the bed for the road which
was later to be finished with fine granite
gravel, the gravel that gave to the roads of
the campus their very attractive light pink
effect.

Pictures show how bare the campus was at
that time. The trees which now shade the
entire roadway from the Halls of the Admin-
istration had just been planted and scarcely
show in the pictures.

At 10:30 a.m. in the Faculty Chamber of
the Institute lectures were read by Ramsay
and Volterra; the lectures of Ostwald and
Poincare were presented by title.

At 1:00 p.m. a luncheon was given by
Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Shearn Rice at the Thal-
ian Club.

At 3:00 p.m. a concert was given at the
Majestic Theater by the Kneisel Quartet to
the guests and friends of the Institute by
the Trustees.
At 5:00 p.m., after this concert, a garden

party was given to the guests of the Institute
by Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Brewington Parker at
their home, "The Oaks."

At 8:30 p.m., a concert was given at the
Faculty Chamber by the Kneisel Quartet.
This concert was followed by supper at the
Commons of the Residential Halls.
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The procession, with President Lovett and
Dr. Henry van Dyke leading, was long and
somewhat wind-blown. It moved from the
South Hall entrance to the road leading from
Main Street to the Mechanical Building, then
turned east at the intersection with the road
leading around in front of the Administration
Building to the academic court, and the speak-
ers with the trustees and several others went
on the platform built against the Administra-
tion Building immediately under the tablet
of art. The remaining portion of the group
took seats in front of the platform with oth-
er guests seated back of them in a semi-circle.
The entire area of the court was filled as far
back as the Cape Jasmine hedges.

Dr. Robert Ernest Vinson read the passages
of scripture and made the opening prayer.
The audience, assisted by a choir organized
by Mr. Hugh Huffmaster, sang Veni Creator
Spiritus. Henry van Dyke read the inaugural
poem, Texas, a Democratic Ode. Addresses
were made by representatives of the State, the
were made by representatives of the State,
the Church, and the University: Thomas Jef-
ferson Brown, Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Texas, on "Education and the State";
Thomas Frank Gailor, Bishop of Tennessee, on
"The Church and Education"; Edgar Odell Lo-
vett, President of the Institute, on "The Mean-
ing of the New Institution." After the choir
had sung the One Hundredth Psalm, Dr.
Charles Frederic Aked pronounced the bene-
diction.

President Lovett delivering the Inaugural Address at the
Academic Court on the west side of the Administration Building.

In the archives of Fondren Library is a
photograph of the inaugural lecturers, the
delegates, and some others, taken at the cloi-
ster of South Hall after the dedication cere-
monies.
At 1:00 p.m. on this day a luncheon was

given in the Commons for the guests.
At 4:00 p.m. a farewell reception was held

at the Houston Country Club by Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Odell Lovett.

After this reception the guests boarded a
special train which was waiting at the
grounds of the Country Club. This train took
the group to Galveston where the trustees had
arranged a "Shore-supper and Smoker" at

The long, wind-blown procession makes its way to the Academic Courl

the Hotel Galvez.
At 9:30 a.m. Sunday the special train took

the guests back to Houston for the religious
service in the City Auditorium where Dr.
Charles Frederic Aked preached the sermon
"Waiting for the Sons of God."

Several clubs extended to the guests of the
Institute the privileges of their clubs.
Many interesting incidents happened dur-

ing these days of the celebration.
To be sure that copies of the inaugural

lectures were made, two court reporters were
imported from New Orleans who could take
the lectures in French if that should become
necessary. They could, of course, take the
lectures and addresses in English. On the
morning when Sir William Ramsay gave his
lecture on "The Electron as an Element" the
reporters left the Faculty Chamber after a
very short time, tearing their hair, saying they
never heard a man talk that fast in all their
lives. Sir William was talking like a machine
gun. Not only were the men unable to keep
up with his words but the subject matter of
his lecture was so unfamiliar to them that
they had no clues to tie sentence to
sentence. They gave it up and it was amusing
to see them in their despair. They were good
reporters, but not that good.
The supper at the Commons of the Resi-

dential Halls, arranged by the President and
the Trustees for the evening of October 11th,

Delegates and visitors to the formal opening. Saturday. October
11. 1912. 1 p.m.

was served by Mr. Gustave F. M. Beraud.
The supper was late getting under way and
there were so many speakers for the occasion
that the party did not break up until well
after midnight.
At the beginning of the meal, the guests

found before them large grapefruit, apparen-
tly whole, each with a straw stuck in a hole
in the top. Naturally the guests became in-
terested in these straws before too long and
began one by one to try an experiment to
learn what was hidden in the fruit. The re-
sult was thoroughly amusing. A guest would
draw on his straw and look up in amazement
to see what other guests were doing. It is
not known what French combination of li-
quors had been placed in the fruit by Mr.
Beraud, but the looks of surprise on the faces
of the guests indicated there was something
potent in the juice. Some continued to ex-
periment and some gave up promptly but
everyone had at least a moment's shock.
The evening spent at the Galvez in Galves-

ton was very refreshing. The delegates had
undergone a very strenuous three days of lec-
tures and entertainment and were ready to
relax. A special train which was waiting at the
track beside the Houston Country Club at
the time of the reception given by President
and Mrs. Lovett and the guests boarded this
train after the party. Room reservations had
been made at the hotel by the Trustees for
all the guests, and the famous shore-supper
was served in the open air on the spacious
veranda of the hotel. The food was good
and the breeze from the gulf was wonderful.
There was no program of any kind, so not
very long after the dinner was over the guests
began to drift away to their quarters for the
night. With a fine breeze blowing through
their rooms that was one night to be re-
membered by the weary folk.

to be continued...
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